
Spinner Takes All 

Spinner Takes All is the 5-reel slots game based on the TV game show to beat all TV game shows. 

Join your host, Buzz Goodwin, as he takes you for a spin in the limelight. Fabulous prizes can be won on 

any of the 30 win lines, or from the amazing Prize Wheel, where you control the spin of Buzz's giant wheel 

of fortune.  

Every segment of the Prize Wheel has a cash prize, or a bonus game where you can win more cash prizes. 

Will you land on Box Bonus, and be given the chance to open as many boxes as you can? Watch out for 

Buzz's Star Prize! Or will you land on Prize Board, and win one of today's spectacular prizes, and perhaps 

even the top award on Buzz's Bonus Board? Or maybe you'll land on Prize Spins, and be given 5 free 

bonus spins, guaranteed to add up to a smashing total win.  

How to play 

Set your stake 

Spinner Takes All has 30 win lines. Click the 'TOTAL BET' panel to select your stake. Click the 

button to view the win line payouts for each symbol at the currently selected stake.  

Start the game 

Click   to start your game. 

How do you win? 

Win lines and bonus wins 
To win you must match 3 or more reel symbols on a win line, or have 3 Wheel scatter symbols anywhere 

in view. All line pay symbols must appear on a win line and on consecutive reels beginning with the far 

left reel. Only the highest win is paid on each win line. Coinciding wins on different win lines are added. 

Bonus wins are added to pay line wins. Click the   button to view the win lines. 

Wild symbol 
The TV symbol is wild, and substitutes for any symbol except the Wheel scatter symbol. 

Prize Wheel 
3 Wheel scatter symbols in view triggers the Prize Wheel Bonus. Drag the wheel clockwise to spin it, or 

click   . The prize that the wheel stops on will be awarded. 

Box Bonus 
Box Bonus is triggered when the Prize Wheel stops on a Box Bonus segment. Choose any of the boxes on 

display. Each box contains either a cash value, a cheque book and pen, or a star. Finding a cheque book 

and pen ends the bonus - the accumulated total win is awarded. Finding a star takes you to the next round. 

Finding all 3 stars awards Buzz's Star Prize and ends the bonus.  

Prize Board Bonus 
Prize Board is triggered when the Prize Wheel stops on a Prize Board segment. Select any of the squares to 

reveal a symbol. Finding 3-of-a-kind of any symbol awards a prize and ends the bonus. Finding a star 

symbol takes you to the Bonus Board. When playing Bonus Board, each star that you find increases your 

win. Finding 3 "X" symbols ends the bonus. 



Prize Spins 
Bonus Prize Spins are awarded when the Prize Wheel stops on a Prize Spins segment. During Prize Spins, 

the middle reel is replaced by a giant wild symbol which increases the chance of winning lines. The Prize 

Spins bonus ends when all 5 prize spins have been used.  

The outcome for each bonus game is pre-determined at the start of the game. Bonus games are not games 

of skill.  

Game recovery 
In the event of a game in real play being interrupted (i.e. started but not completed due to connectivity 

issues or accidentally closing the browser etc.), any winnings will be correctly credited to your account and 

will be exact according to the result prior to the game being interrupted. Note that in a recovered game 

with a bonus feature the location of the bonus awards may be different from where they were prior to game 

recovery. However, the value of any prize awarded after the game has recovered will be the same. This is 

because the outcome for each game is pre-determined at the start of the game.  

Return to player 

This game has an average Return To Player (RTP) of 95.50%. 

System malfunction voids all pays and plays. 
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The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.


